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Automatic PMD Compensation by Unsupervised
Polarization Diversity Combining Coherent Receivers
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Abstract—A new automatic scheme to compensate the inter-
symbol interference caused by fiber polarization mode dispersion
(PMD) is introduced. The proposed method makes use of the
orthogonal polarization components by combining them through
adaptive electronic filters, which are adjusted through a low-com-
plexity unsupervised updating method. The simplicity of the
proposed unsupervised method is its most critical feature in terms
of enabling real-time and all-hardware implementation. Simula-
tion results are provided for a fiber channel with 40 Gsymbols/s
signalling rate and a mean DGD level greater than the symbol
period, where it is demonstrated that the PMD can be effectively
compensated with a 2 dB signal-to-noise ratio penalty relative to
PMD-free channel.

Index Terms—Electronic compensation, polarization mode dis-
persion (PMD), PMD compensation, polarization diversity, unsu-
pervised equalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

P OLARIZATION mode dispersion (PMD) is a major ob-
stacle in achieving the goal of deploying systems that can

achieve rates at and beyond 40 Gb/s [1]. If not properly han-
dled, the intersymbol interference (ISI) imposed by PMD con-
strains the rate/reach of reliable signalling through fiber links.
Therefore, it is the current focus of research efforts to find low
complexity and cheap solutions to overcome this technological
barrier.

The existing methods to deal with the PMD problem can be
grouped into two major approaches: optical PMD compensa-
tion and electrical PMD compensation. The optical PMD com-
pensation methods [2]–[7] make use of some fixed or adaptive
optical elements inserted between the fiber line and photodiode
to undo the dispersion effects of the transmission fiber. Perfor-
mance-wise, satisfactory results can be attained with these struc-
tures where they enable simultaneous compensation of multiple
wavelength-division multiplexing channels [2]. However, these
systems are larger in size and comparatively more expensive [5].
In addition, the adaptation capabilities are not as flexible as their
electrical counterparts.

Alternatively, the electrical PMD compensation methods
process the electrical signal after the photoelectrical converter
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to counteract the fiber channel dispersion. Some of the works
in this area [8]–[10] concentrate on the justification of the
potential applicability of electrical equalization to the fiber
dispersion compensation problems and to demonstrate its bene-
fits. Some approaches [11]–[15], on the other hand, emphasize
self-training and tracking abilities of the receivers where the
channel information is not assumed to be a priori available. The
receiver can either adapt itself with some help from the trans-
mitter through a training sequence transmission (supervised
adaptation) or may just exploit information about the structure
of the transmitted signal to achieve adaptation without any need
for a training sequence (unsupervised adaptation). The unsu-
pervised adaptation is, of course, more preferable, as it avoids
the consumption of precious bandwidth for training purposes
and also the unnecessary interruption of the data transmission
for a training phase, especially for the broadcast scenario. For
this reason, the use of unsupervised receiver structures for
fast fiber-optic receivers has been becoming a major area of
research. In some recent works on this subject, such as [16] and
[17], receiver structures employing unsupervised algorithms
such as constant modulus algorithm (CMA)[18] have been
implemented, successfully increasing both rate and reach. The
CMA algorithm used in these approaches exploits the constant
modulus nature of quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) type
digital communications signals, where a gradient update-based
algorithm is applied to force the equalizer outputs to points on
a circle on the complex plane.

In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive electronic com-
pensation method. Central to our approach is the combination of
two key ideas: the use of orthogonal polarization components as
diversity branches and the employment of a low-complexity un-
supervised adaptive scheme enabling all-hardware implementa-
tion.

• Polarization Diversity: Even though a single communi-
cation signal is sent from the transmitter, two orthogonal
polarization signals are available at the receiver. These
polarization signals are two different filtered versions
of the same desired information signal. The polarization
diversity approach treats each of these polarization com-
ponents as diversity branches to exploit them to perform
PMD compensation more effectively. In the existing
conventional electronic equalization schemes based on
intensity modulation/demodulation, the receiver uses a
single photodiode to convert the received optical signal
into an electrical signal. In this scheme, both polarization
components are combined-in-power in a fixed manner, and
then a linear filter is applied to eliminate the ISI in the re-
sulting signal. This scheme simply ignores the extra degree
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of freedom available to combat PMD. A better approach
is to view the received signal as the original signal spread
in both time and space (polarization) dimensions and to
formulate the compensation as the combined filtering in
both dimensions. The resulting scheme would be equiv-
alent to adjustment of the polarization components via
filtering before combining. A recent PMD compensation
structure along these lines was proposed in [19], where
the two polarization components are adjusted through
a fixed optical structure before in-power combination
by the photodiode. Instead of this fixed scheme, the use
of adaptive filtering for each polarization component to
adjust to different channel scenarios would achieve better
performance. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to con-
vert each individual polarization component to electrical
domain and process them with separate adaptive filters and
then combine these two branches to obtain the final signal.
It is critical to note here that the adaptive filter taps of both
branches are jointly adjusted to minimize the ISI and the
noise distortion at the final output signal of the compen-
sator. In other words, we do not equalize each polarization
branch separately and add these equalized signals. In fact,
the filter outputs of each branch can still contain significant
ISI and noise. However, the filter taps are optimized with
respect to both polarization and time dimensions such that
these distortion components of both branches cancel out
or reduce at the output. There are some recent works [16],
[17], [20] on polarization-division multiplexing (PDM)
based schemes, where two separate digital sequences
are transmitted through two orthogonal polarizations.
These systems use coherent receiver structures that em-
ploy butterfly pattern multiple-input multiple-output filter
structures to obtain transmit polarization components by
combining the received polarization components. How-
ever, our treatment in this paper would be limited to
non-PDM single polarization transmission scheme.

• Low-Complexity Unsupervised Adaptation: A major ob-
stacle to the implementation of the above-described polar-
ization diversity scheme—as a matter of fact, any electrical
PMD compensation scheme—is the limitation about the
real-time signal-processing capability. Since fiber-optical
communication systems use relatively high symbol rates,
the implementation and adaptation of the filters to process
fiber channel outputs is a challenging problem. The use of
software-based implementation is, if not impossible, a for-
midable task. Therefore, the use of all-hardware-based im-
plementation seems to be the most suitable and also afford-
able approach in terms of both complexity and the cost.
However, all-hardware implementations put serious limi-
tations on the adaptation capabilities, where it is critical to
come up with an adaptation algorithm that has sufficiently
simple structure that is suitable for all-hardware implemen-
tation.
One of the major issues that is addressed by this paper is to
develop such an algorithm without compromising perfor-
mance and reliability. We propose a simple unsupervised
adaptation method with a simple update rule that satisfies
these requirements. This algorithm exploits the bounded-

ness property of the digital communication signals to effec-
tively and reliably adjust the filter taps. The proposed algo-
rithm is based on the low-complexity unsupervised adap-
tation approach proposed in [21]. The approach in [21] is a
convex optimization based approach, where the cost func-
tion is free of false minima causing ill convergence and
saddle points causing slow convergence, which are prob-
lems encountered in other nonconvex optimization-based
unsupervised approaches such as CMA (see, for example,
[22] and [23] and references therein). Another advantage
of the proposed approach is that the adaptive algorithm
forces the equalizer outputs to align with the original con-
stellation points. Therefore, the proposed unsupervised al-
gorithm has the phase-correction future. Furthermore, the
bounded-magnitude criteria based algorithm can be easily
extended to higher level quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) constellations.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II ex-
plains the setup for the fiber communication link with a polar-
ization diversity combiner. The proposed unsupervised adaptive
approach to train the filter taps of the combiner is introduced in
Section III. The fiber communication simulation examples are
provided in Section IV. Section V gives the conclusion.

II. POLARIZATION DIVERSITY COMBINING SCHEME

The structure of the overall fiber link containing a polariza-
tion diversity receiver is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, repre-
sents the transmitted sequence whose values are from a complex
QAM (or a real pulse amplitude modulation) constellation. This
sequence is optically modulated using Tx-laser and then trans-
mitted through the fiber link. The fiber is linked to the receiver
through the optical receiver front end (ORFE). We assume that
the chromatic dispersion of the fiber link is optically compen-
sated throughout the link. At the receiver, the double-balanced
optical receiver [24] extracts in-phase, shown as in
Fig. 1, and quadrature-phase components, shown as
in Fig. 1, of both orthogonal polarizations. The use of this co-
herent receiver structure avoids the loss of precious phase in-
formation and, therefore, increases the effectiveness of the suc-
ceeding electronic compensator. The outputs of the double-bal-
anced optical receiver structure are filtered through fixed receive
filters .

The combiner blocks process symbol-separated samples of
the polarization signals: first the two polarization components
are filtered separately; then they are added to form the combiner
output. Therefore, the overall combiner output can be written
as

(1)

... (2)
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Fig. 1. Fiber communications link that consists of transmitter modulator, fiber
link, and receiver. Receiver employs ORFE, double-balanced optical receiver
structure, fixed receive filters , adaptive combiner filters and , decision
unit, and optional decision feedback filter.

where and are filter taps for the combiner fil-
ters and and are symbol-spaced samples of two-po-
larization signal vector and the combiner output, respectively.
Here is given by

, where is the continuous
time impulse response of the effective channel between and

whose transfer function is given by

(3)

where is the effective frequency response of the trans-
mitter blocks and corresponds to the frequency response
of the receive filters. In addition

represents the transfer function of the fiber link, where we as-
sume that the fiber loss is compensated by the optical ampli-
fiers throughout the link. Here component represents
the PMD distortion of the fiber link, which is a column of a
Jones matrix. Assuming that the loss of the channel is polariza-
tion independent, the frequency-selective effect of the transmit
pulse is compensated by the receiver front end, and the residual
aliasing effects can be neglected, the overall mapping between
transmit symbols and the received samples would
correspond to a nearly lossless system, i.e., its transfer function

, a (2 1) matrix, would have the
property

(4)

We can also assume that is finite impulse response
(FIR) due to assumed boundedness of the dispersion. There-
fore, the end-to-end effective channel is a single-input multiple-
output (two) FIR channel with a transfer function having no

zeros. Such a channel is invertible by an FIR filter whose length
should be selected greater than or equal to the channel length
[25]. In other words, there exists a multiple-input (two) single-
output FIR filter , a (1 2) matrix
transfer function, for which

(5)

for some delay . This fact is an important feature of the polar-
ization diversity approach: although a single branch FIR channel
needs to be inverted with an infinite impulse response filter, the
vector channel corresponding to two polarization channels can
be inverted using a combiner filter with a finite number of taps.
The ability to invert the effects of the fiber channels using only
a finite number of taps is the major potential benefit of the use
of two polarizations as diversity branches. We should note here
that if the loss of the channel is polarization dependent, then

would not be a lossless system. However, it would not
have any zeros, and therefore, our proposed scheme based on a
finite number of taps would still be effective in terms of inver-
sion of such channels.

The selection of the equalizer for perfect channel inversion
as in (5) is a rational approach only for the noiseless case. In
the presence of noise, the equalizer is responsible for reducing
not only the ISI but also the noise component at its output. In
such a case, ISI reduction burden on the linear combiner filters
can be reduced by the optional decision feedback filter shown in
Fig. 1, and therefore, more flexibility in noise elimination can be
achieved. Although this increases the level of complication for
the receiver, it greatly enhances the performance of the receiver
in practical noisy scenarios, as illustrated in Section IV.

The crucial issue in the implementation of the com-
biner decision feedback structure is how we adaptively
adjust the taps of the filters in a high-speed fiber application. As
discussed in the Introduction, due to the real-time computation
constraint of high-speed fiber applications, a low-complexity
unsupervised adaptive approach would be more desirable as it
would provide seamless automatic PMD compensation. One
conventional approach is to use the decision-directed least
mean square (LMS) structure [11]. However, this structure is
not reliable since, as determined by the initial ISI level, the
decisions may not be dependable to start with and the algorithm
may not converge. Another conventional approach is the use
of the CMA algorithm [18]. As we noted in Section I, our
unsupervised approach (to be introduced in the next section)
has several desirable futures.

III. UNSUPERVISED ADAPTIVE APPROACH

Due to the fact that the fiber channel has a random transfer
function, the proposed combiner structure needs to be adap-
tive. The supervised adaptation requires the transmitter to send
a training signal at the beginning of the establishment of a com-
munication link with a receiver. The receiver at the other end
uses this known training data and the received signal to adapt the
compensator filters using an algorithm such as LMS or recursive
least square [26]. However, training-based adaptations may not
be convenient, as they use part of the bandwidth for training.
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Furthermore, the unsupervised approaches are more flexible, as
they do not require any special action from the transmitter site
where the receiver filters are trained solely based on the received
signal.

In this section, we propose a three-stage unsupervised adap-
tation approach centered around the goal of obtaining high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance with a low computa-
tional and implementation complexity.

• First Stage (Acquisition): In this stage, only the combiner
filters are used and the optional decision feedback compo-
nent is disabled. The goal of this stage is to use an unsu-
pervised scheme to bring the decisions to a trustable level.
Since initially the combiner outputs may contain severe ISI
and noise components, the use of a decision-directed based
unsupervised approach such as decision-directed LMS,
where the filter taps are adjusted based on the combination
of received signal samples and decisions, would not be a
reliable choice. Instead we use the non-decision-directed
unsupervised adaptation framework proposed in [21]
that exploits the special magnitude-boundedness feature
of digital communication signals. The method is based
on the minimization of the maximum (real) magnitude
at the output of the compensator and the corresponding
update structure is really simple: update the equalizer
coefficient vector by using the input vector generating
the output with the maximum real magnitude. In this
paper, we propose a simplified algorithm connected with
this framework. At each iteration of this algorithm, the
combiner vector is updated according to the rule given
by the equation shown at the bottom of the page where

sign sign and
are the maximum and minimum values for the sum of the
real and imaginary magnitudes of the signal constellation
points, respectively, is the step size, and is the
conjugate transpose of , which stands for the row
vector obtained by taking the transpose of having its
elements complex conjugated. For a 4-QPSK constellation
with points

(6)

is equal to , which is equal to .
The hardware block diagram corresponding to this update
rule is shown in Fig. 2. The most attractive property of
the proposed algorithm is the simplicity of the coefficient
update rule that can be potentially implemented through
an all-hardware structure without analog-to-digital con-
version. Furthermore, the algorithm is more reliable in
opening the eye than a decision-directed algorithm, as
it does not use decisions, which are not accurate at the
beginning of the training process.

• Second Stage (Performance Improvement): Once the ISI is
reduced and the eye is opened by the proposed algorithm
such that the decisions become reliable, the optional deci-
sion feedback unit can be turned on for further performance
improvement.
In this case, the signal at the input of the decision device is
given by

(7)

where we assumed that the decision feedback filter also has
taps. Substituting (2) in (7), we obtain

...

(8)

It also makes sense to switch to the decision-directed LMS
updates for combiner and decision feedback filters after
this point.
In the case of decision-directed LMS, we can write the
corresponding updates of filter taps as

(9)

(10)

where is the decision-based error,
are the step sizes for the updates, and

stand for the row vectors obtained by taking the trans-
pose of and , respectively, and having the com-
plex conjugate of all elements. At this phase, the step-size
values, especially , can be selected relatively high at the
beginning to achieve faster initial convergence and then dy-
namically decreased to obtain a low misadjustment level.

• Third Stage (Channel Tracking): Fiber channel is not a
time-invariant medium. The channel characteristics and the
corresponding transfer function change in time, and there-
fore the compensator trained in the first two stages above
would suffer performance loss and even a complete failure
if it were kept constant. It is the aim of the final stage to
track these time variations in the fiber channel through up-
dating the compensators. For this purpose, the same struc-
ture used in the second stage is employed. The step sizes
used in this stage are smaller than those used in the pre-
vious stages but large enough to track and compensate the

if
if
otherwise
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Fig. 2. Unsupervised adaptive filter structure.

variations in the channel. Due to the low-complexity struc-
ture of the unsupervised algorithm, which enables real-
time symbol-by-symbol update implementation in Fig. 2,
the variations in channel can be quickly compensated. As
demonstrated in the examples in the next section, the al-
gorithm typically converges in about 2000 iterations (see
Fig. 3). This corresponds to a time frame of about 2000
symbol periods. Assuming a symbol rate of 40 Gsym-
bols/s, the symbol period would be equivalent to 25 ps.
Therefore, the total time required for the algorithm to open
the eye would be about 50 ns. This speed of convergence
is much more than adequate to track variations in PMD,
which is typically on the order of milliseconds.

A practical issue related to electrical equalization that needs
to be addressed is the phase synchronization problem between
the receiver and the transmitter. This is a critical problem that
plays an important role in the overall performance of the co-
herent receiver. In order to avoid degradations in the detection
performance, the phase variations should be tracked and com-
pensated. Similar to the other coherent receiver-based adapta-
tion approaches employing CMA [16], [17], a phase—correc-
tion algorithm, such as [27], could also be applied to reduce the
effects of the phase noise. However, one particular advantage
of the proposed unsupervised approach in [21] is the alignment
of the outputs with the original constellation points. As a result,
the proposed unsupervised approach tries not only to eliminate
the intersymbol interference but also to align the output of the
equalizer with the original constellation points. Therefore, given

the convergence speed discussed above, for receiver lasers with
reasonably low linewidths ( 100 kHz) the algorithm should be
able to both open the eye and track and compensate the phase
variations in the first stage of the algorithm. Therefore, after
the first stage, the decision-directed mode can be immediately
started without any need for an intermediate phase-correction
step before entering into decision-directed mode. The example
given at the end of the next section illustrates this feature of the
algorithm.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup and Procedure

In order to evaluate our proposed approach, we performed
simulations for an example setup where:

• the symbol rate is 40 Gsymbols/s (therefore the symbol
period is equal to 25 ps);

• the constellation is 4-QPSK, i.e., the set

;
• the pulse shape used is square nonreturn-to-zero signaling;
• the assumed fiber link has a mean differential group delay

(DGD) value of 31.6 ps (note that the mean DGD level is
chosen greater than the symbol period, which is 25 ps);

• the SNR level for the communication link, which is the
ratio of the signal energy to the noise energy within the
channel bandwidth, is equal to 13.7 dB.
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Fig. 3. SDR convergence curves of the proposed unsupervised polarization diversity algorithms.

In the simulations, we generated many different realizations
of the fiber channel. At each iteration of these simulations, we
have the following.

• A new fiber channel realization was generated using the
coarse-step method [28], where fiber nonlinearity and
chromatic dispersion where ignored.

• A sequence of 4-QPSK symbols was generated.
• This sequence was passed through the channel, where we

obtained two output sequences corresponding to two po-
larizations.

• Each polarization component was corrupted by additive
Gaussian noise to produce receiver input samples.

• The compensator filters were trained by the first two stages
of the proposed unsupervised approach.
— At the first stage, the decision feedback filter was dis-

abled and only the combiner filters were trained, where
we used the step-size rules

(11)

for , where

if
if
if

(12)

(13)

for , where

if
if
if

(14)

Note that the division by 2 can be implemented with
right shifts to reduce complexity.

— At the second stage, we examined two alternative algo-
rithms:
1) We continued to use the linear combiner structure

(without decision feedback filter) in the first stage
(to illustrate the improvement due to the use of the
decision feedback filter).

2) The decision feedback filter is turned on at the
six-thousandth iteration and the update algorithm is
changed to decision-directed LMS, where we used
initial step sizes

(15)

(16)

for both feedback and combiner filter updates, and
then after 9000 total iterations, the step sizes were
decreased to

(17)

(18)
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• While the filters were training, we recorded the improve-
ment in signal-to-distortion energy ratio (SDR), which is
the ratio of the signal energy to the sum of the residual ISI
and noise energies, at the input of the decision unit. The
expression for SDR (in decibels) can be written as

SDR

where is the combined channel-compensator impulse
response obtained by

for the case where the decision feedback filter is not used
and

for the case where the decision feedback filter is used,
where is the equalization delay determined by the lo-
cation of the peak magnitude of .

• Symbol Error Rate Computation: At the end of the training,
we computed the symbol error rate. For this purpose, we
approximated the distribution of the distortion at the
output of the compensator, which is the sum of the residual
ISI and noise, using a mixed-Gaussian distribution [29].
This is based on the fact that if we condition on the ISI com-
ponent of the distortion, conditional distribution of noise is
a Gaussian distribution centered around the conditioned ISI
value. Therefore, the overall distribution of the distortion
can be modeled as a weighted sum of Gaussian distribu-
tions with different means corresponding to different ISI
levels.
If we assume that is the magnitude sorted (from
largest to smallest) version of , i.e.,

(19)

and we assume is scaled such that , conditioning
based on the whole ISI is not practical. Therefore, we con-
dition on the most significant taps of ISI. The contribu-
tion of the remaining ISI components is approximated by
a Gaussian random variable, using an argument based on
the central limit theorem.
As a result, based on a mixed Gaussian approximation ob-
tained by conditioning on significant ISI components,
we can approximate the symbol error rate as

where s are the transmit symbols corresponding to sig-
nificant ISI taps

(20)

is the (conditional) distortion standard deviation, and

erfc (21)

is the complementary error function.

B. Simulation Results

In Fig. 3, sample SDR convergence curves corresponding to
linear and DFE unsupervised training for one fiber realization
are shown. In this example, the equalizer length is selected to
be equal to 10. Based on this figure, we can conclude that the
initial eye-opening is achieved in less than 1000 iterations. This
would be equivalent to a time-span of less than 25 nanoseconds
(for the 25 ps symbol period). The rest of the iterations are meant
for the SDR improvement. It is also observed from this curve
that DFE structure has an SDR advantage relative to the linear
structure. In this example, the DFE equalizer could be actually
turned on much earlier than 6000 iterations, right after the eye
is open (around the one-thousandth iteration). However, 6000
iterations is already a short span (corresponding to 150 ns in the
selected symbol rate). Therefore, switching to DFE mode after
6000 iterations would be reasonable and would provide robust-
ness against convergence speed variations due to variations in
the initial channel profiles of the random fiber channel.

In Fig. 4, the mean and standard deviation of equalizer output
SDR levels corresponding to polarization diversity (PD) linear
and DFE equalizers as a function of equalizer lengths are shown.
The mean and standard deviation of SDR values for the un-
supervised algorithms are obtained using 6300 fiber realiza-
tions. In the same figure, the curves corresponding to minimum
mean square error (MMSE) equalizers with the best equaliza-
tion delay are also shown (the performance computation for
MMSE equalizers is discussed in the Appendix). These MMSE
equalizer curves provide performance upper bounds as the cor-
responding equalizer coefficients (and the equalization delay)
are selected to minimize the MMSE cost function under the per-
fect knowledge of the channel and noise statistics. According to
this figure, the PMD compensation for this fiber channel having
a 1.26 mean DGD level, where is the symbol period, can
be achieved using only 10-tap filters. Furthermore, the proposed
unsupervised adaptive methods closely follow the upper bounds
set by MMSE equalizers especially for sufficiently long equal-
izer lengths.

The ultimate performance measure for a communications link
is its BER performance. Since the fiber link has a random na-
ture, the achieved BER level is also a random variable. The re-
liability of the communication link can be judged by the proba-
bility of exceeding a certain target (uncoded) BER level for that
link, which is called the outage probability. For this purpose,
the BER complementary cumulative distribution function (ccdf)
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Fig. 4. The (a) mean and (b) standard of SDR as a function of equalizer length.

curves obtained from the simulations, for 51 000 realizations,
are shown in Fig. 5, where the ccdf of BER provides information
about (outage) probabilities of exceeding a certain BER level. It
is clearly seen from this figure that, without equalization, a satis-
factory BER level cannot be achieved even if two polarizations
are optimally combined with single-tap MMSE optimized coef-
ficients. However, by using the proposed unsupervised method
with ten taps, a reliable uncoded BER performance level can be
achieved where exceeding a target BER level of 10 has outage
probability less than 10 , corresponding to 5 min outage time
in one year. We also note here that for the 4-QPSK constella-
tion and the additive Gaussian noise channel (PMD free), 11.8
dB SNR level is required for the 10 target BER. However, as
the achievable output SDR levels of FIR linear and DFE equal-
izers are less than the input SNR level, an input SNR margin is
needed to guard against this implementation loss. That is why
an input SNR level of 13.7 dB is used in the simulations, which
corresponds to nearly a 2 dB margin. This margin requirement
could be significantly reduced if the maximum likelihood se-
quence detection (MLSD) was employed at the receiver instead
of equalization (see, for example, [10]). However, as far as the
current circuit technology is concerned, the high computational
requirement of MLSD scheme is not suitable for implementa-
tion in the fiber applications.

Lastly, in order to illustrate the phase correction property of
the algorithm, we simulated the proposed supervised algorithm
for the case where we added a phase noise corresponding to a
receiver laser with 100 kHz line width. We used a fiber link with
the same DGD level as the above example and an equalizer of
length ten. Fig. 6 shows the equalizer outputs (for a window of

1000 outputs) after the initial convergence stage of the unsuper-
vised algorithm. The equalizer output plots for the CMA algo-
rithm using the same data set are also shown in the same figure.
It can be seen from this figure that the proposed algorithm, in the
existence of phase noise, aligns the equalizer outputs with the
constellation points, which is not a behavior expected from the
CMA algorithm. Therefore, after this initial stage, the adapta-
tion can switch directly to the decision-directed mode, without
any need for phase correction.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a low-complexity unsupervised PMD compen-
sation scheme for all-hardware implementation is proposed.
This approach exploits the polarization diversity through the
use of a structure where each polarization component is indi-
vidually filtered and then these filtered polarization signals are
coherently combined. The major benefit of the proposed struc-
ture is the fact that it enables the use of filter structures with
only a finite number of taps. In fact, in the absence of noise,
the perfect compensation of linear PMD effects is theoretically
possible through FIR filtering.

The real-time adaptation of this structure is enabled by the
proposed unsupervised algorithm, which has a simple update
rule suitable for hardware implementation. The algorithm is ex-
tendable to higher level QAM constellations and has the desired
feature of phase correction. The simulation examples in the pre-
vious section demonstrate that the performance of this algorithm
closely follows that of the optimal MMSE filter. Furthermore,
these examples also validate the effectiveness of the proposed
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Fig. 5. The ccdf of BER for a fiber communication link with a transmitter using 4-QPSK modulation and fiber link with a 1.26 symbol period mean DGD level.
This ccdf plot shows the outage probability as a function of selected BER level (at the -axis).

scheme in terms of the compensation of PMD effects by using
filters with only a small number of taps.

APPENDIX

MEAN SQUARE ERROR PERFORMANCE OF MMSE-PD-LINEAR

AND MMSE-PD-DFE STRUCTURES

The SDR performances of MMSE optimized linear and DFE
filters provide upper bounds for the achievable performances.
Therefore, they provide perfect benchmarks for the evaluation
of the unsupervised adaptive approaches proposed.

The formulations of MMSE-based FIR linear and DFE struc-
tures are well known (see, for example, [30]). However, we pro-
vide the MMSE performance expression for completeness pur-
poses.

In the MMSE criterion, the filter taps are selected to minimize

(22)

where is the equalization delay, which is also a design param-
eter. The choice of the delay parameter would affect the MSE
performance.

For the linear equalization case, with decision feedback sec-
tion disabled, we can write the PD-combiner input vector as

(23)

where is a 2 block Toeplitz matrix, with
defined as the order of , which can be written as shown

in (24) at the bottom of the next page. By defining

(25)

which is a vector with only ( 1)th entry equal to one and other
entries equal to zero, the combiner vector that minimizes (22)
can be shown to be equivalent to

(26)

where is the noise variance. The corresponding MMSE is
given by

MMSE
(27)

Similarly for the decision feedback case, assuming usual correct
decisions assumption [30], we can write

(28)

where is an rectangular shift matrix, which is
written as shown in the equation at the bottom of the next page.
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Fig. 6. Compensator output plot after the initial training stage.

Here, without loss of generality, we assumed that
to simplify the notation. In terms of these definitions, MMSE
optimal filter taps can be written as

(29)

and the corresponding MMSE is given by

(30)

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

and

...
(24)

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .
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Note that MMSE performance expressions for both linear and
DFE cases given by (27) and (30) are functions of the chosen
equalization delay and can be minimized through appropriate
choice of . In fact, the MMSE performance curves shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 correspond to the equalizers with the optimized
delay.
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